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About This Game

World conspiracy or UFO attack? It's up to you to decide what to believe.
One of the superpowers is developing the newest modern weapons of the 25th generation. A lot of scattered laboratories are

working on this weapon.

Many countries were killed by an alien invasion - so they will say in the news.
But you and only you know that this is all a conspiracy.

You are an adept and a senior officer. You control the newest weapon, you are given an order, to destroy the countries
disagreeable to your state. Destroy everything in its path. Let people think that they were attacked by aliens, let them build their

armies in defense against aliens and spend huge money to protect their borders.

Only your country should become the most powerful.

Control the space ship, destroy everything in its path.
for start game need move mouse cursor to PLAY button. In Upgrade menu select items for upgrade. After upgrade you

spaceship, press PLAY button.
WASD - move spaceship, Q and E use alternative weapon, Use MOUSE for sight target.
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Title: Project Earth
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Esbol Amirov
Publisher:
Vadim Alekseevich
Release Date: 28 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo or higher

Memory: 1 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 512 MB Video RAM

Storage: 280 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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10/10 would sell cards 3euro each again. First off, yes, this is a rather simplistic Strategy game and will not appeal to some. That
said, you have to take into account that this game is a remake of a 1985 classic SSI game of the same title. I played that game
ALOT and it was always a lot of fun back them.

If you do not have the time to sink into a massively complex game and still want the satisfaction of crushing those who oppose
you, this will be a fun game.

If you want to micro manage your forces every move and take days playing, this will not be the game for you.

One of the complaints that people seem to have with this game is that you only get to do anything in the spring, as each year is
broken down into four seasons. The first part of the game year is Spring. This turn represents the accumulation of the past years
gains or losses in economic standings based on regional gains or losses. You can only build forces and spy during this season
along with the standard move actions of you army and navy.

The other three seasons are for movement. However, they are NOT COMPLETELY USELESS as some state in their reviews.
Those who find these seasons useless are NOT PLAYING THE GAME the way it is meant to be played. These turns make or
break your ability to gain territory and effectively use your Navy to attack and transport troups around the globe. Improper use
of these turns will cause you to become one dimensional and remove half the fun of the game.

There are some subtle differences between the old and new and the game mechanics are a little different behind the scene.
However, this is a good remake that sticks mostly to the same mechanics as the original.

Overall, i like this game. It is simple and nostalgic. A throwback to when gaming was simple, innocent, and fun.. This is a really
enjoyable little RTS game. It's like being in control of a miniature toy army. There's no resource gathering or building of
structures, so is a little reminiscent of AirMech Command. The controls on the Vive are intuitive and comfortable. The VR
graphics and animation are very well done. The environments are detailed and immersive. There's real-time weather and even
evolving clouds above. I've only started playing the campaign so far, but would like to see a future co-op mode, which would
make this one of my top games.. A decent game. Intesting variations on hidden object puzzles. Other puzzles range from trivial
to easy except for a couple of them. There's a little more story than usual. The map does not become available until part way
into the game. The only thing I didn't care for was some of the voice acting of the main character. It was kind of all over the
place emotionally. Expect 4 hours of gameplay. It's easy to get all achievements except one the first time through. (Mainly
they're just story progression achievements.) No bonus chapter.. Has massive potential but it really should be in early access. For
a mainly multiplayer game the net code is really poor, with lag causing the game to be unplayable. With the tiny player base and
lack of content I really can't recommend it.

In 18 months with a F2P business model it could be a great game.. I wouldn't be able to recommend this game, not because it is
a bad game. I do not recommend Warlocks Vs Shadows as a Single player game. The state of online multiplayer is incredibly
poor. That leaves local co-op as the only viable option in terms of getting any long term enjoyment out of it. If you would like to
see more in depth coverage, you can check out my video here. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSI-UA9yOZ0. This is a
really cute, relaxing, and fun casual scrolling game. You catch stars and buffs (fast basket, slow wind, etc.) in a basket, while
trying to avoid ice and debuffs (lose a life, more ice, etc.)

Gameplay is challenging enough to keep me engaged, but isn't so bad I get frustrated when I'm trying to chill out. If all you're
concerned about is getting 100% achivements, It can be a bit of a grind. But if you are just looking for something to do, or a
way to reduce anxiety, this is a great game for that.. I know its like resident evil, I dont really like games like that because I have
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a.d.d. I gave it a try seeing the dev stream it, and from what I saw and heard its good. I only played the tutorial, from that I am
telling you get it. I had fun playing it, people have said the controls are a problem they are not a big problem. The dev said its
better with an xbox one or 360 controller, I played it with keyboard, mouse and its not what people have said. Think of resident
evil and you will know how the movement is, so the people that said the controls are a problem. Wanted the movement to be
like fps, if you have played resident evil get outbreak. The sound is good, graphics are good, and it has online multiplayer which
resident evil does not.

P.S There is one or more posts saying the movement is slow, (you can run) you can run but cant fire. So you dont have to walk
all the time, oubreak is challenging I had fun playing.

Last thing the enemies and items are semi random generated that is what got me also to get it.
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Definitly worth the money and the time. The game would be much smoother if they were not that focus on implementing an
cotroller over the game mechanics, fishing seems a bit too harsh, research seems to be obscene as some of the question could
never be answer in one attempt. But more Chinese Game should be made for the chinese consumer and that this for sure.. Got
game 2 years ago and installed it recently. When tried to launch I couldn't play this game in mania planet. And now I have to buy
this game again.

4/10

Good game overall but need to buy again.. Big bang empire is a click and wait game, Big Bang Empire is not too far from your
standard clicker but instead of button mashing your only option here is wait, the interface is all over the place with thousands of
menu screens for different things, it can be pretty easy for rts players but for arcade gamers can be a kind challenging the learn
curve for this game, I had high hopes for this game but the microtransactions, low fps and the click and wait genre doesn't got a
good combination.

+beautiful ladies
-runs a little bit slow

8/10. Jesus... over the top, screaming death to fire touched flat men!!

Suggested, a bit clunky (due to age?) to get running correctly at 3840x2160, bottom 30% of the screen cannot be accessed via
mouse.. game states controller support, it should say ONLY controller support. The keyboard controls are extremly bad (even
with skill setting on easy), this is exaserbated by the overall clunkyness of movement and attacking. ive requested a refund, if
you looking for a good game that is similar you cant go past guns, gore & cannoli. i would really love a tycoon game with
thousands of options and tiles and calculation and so on and so on...

but these game is the complete opposite of complex.

i dont like it.. Surprisingly good. Played much more than I thought, and easy to play in short bursts.. one of the "must play"
game
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